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Executive Summary
In this deliverable, we present two Web applications related to the visual exploration of and interaction with
spatial RDF data, namely Mappify and Facete. Mappify is an easy-to-use wizard for creating custom views
over SPARQL-accessible spatial data, such as by enabling users to chose between base layers and maker
styles, to filter the data by facets and to generate a corresponding HTML/JavaScript code skeleton. Facete is a
generic faceted browser for RDF data with additional features for spatial data and was recently enhanced with
RDF editing support via the component developed in D4.2.1. Although there are similarities in the features
that these applications offer, such as faceted search and browsing data on a map, the applications address
different uses cases and thus implement different user interface designs. Both applications build upon the
components offered by the JAvascript Suite for SPARQL Access ( Jassa) library and thus and have large fractions
of the code in common. In general, significant improvements and revisions were made over the components initially developed in D4.1.1. D4.1.2 is a software prototype deliverable. Mappify, Facete and Jassa are
publicly available at https://github.com/GeoKnow/Mappify, https://github.com/GeoKnow/Facete2
and https://github.com/GeoKnow/Jassa, respectively. The tools are available as Debian packages from
the Linked Data Stack at http://stack.linkeddata.org. A demo of Facete2’s predecessor was presented
at last years WWW [1], whereas Jassa was precented at the ISWC developer workshop [2].
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
LOD

Linked Open Data

RDF

Resource Description Framework

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

Jassa

JAvascript Suite for Sparql Access
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1 Introduction
Exploration and visualization of spatial Linked Data poses several challenges due to many degrees of freedom
associated with schemaless-ness of RDF data: First of all, there are different legacy, competing and/or complementary models for representing spatial data in RDF, such as WGS84¹, GeoOWL², and GeoSPARQL³. Then
there is the problem that Linked Data is in many cases dirty and/or incomplete: For example, only a single
display label per resource (per language) is needed in virtually any user interface. However, with RDF there are
regularly resources with missing or multiple labels. And again, there are multiple vocabularies for representing
labels, such as RDFS, SKOS, SKOS-XL, DC, DOAP to only name a few. The consequence is, that generic Linked
Data browsers need to score labels based on vocabulary and language preferences for delivering a good user
experience. Further, in the spatial domain one commonly distinguishes features from their geometries, which
results in instances of these concepts to be represented as distinct resources in RDF. This means, that although
geometry resources carry shape information using one of the spatial vocabularies on the map, most relevant
attributes are attached to the features. Hence, generic spatial Linked Data browsers must be capable of dealing
with this indirection. This leads to a tradeoff between simplicity and configurability when creating Linked Data
applications. From these considerations, we concluded that a one-size-fits-all solution is difficult to archieve,
and therefore decided to develop two prototypes for investigating either side of the tradeoff.
In this GeoKnow deliverable, we present the final versions of two Web applications, namely Facete2 and
Mappify. Facete2 is a generic faceted browser for spatial RDF data. It is aimed at power users and thus
gives advanced control over the presentation of the data. Mappify is aimed to be a tool for easily creating
custom views over spatial Linked Data. Although both applications have large parts of code in common,
these applications are built for different target audiences and thus offer different features, user interfaces and
workflows. In the following, section 2 first briefly describes how the tools can be accessed online, as well
as how they can be set up. Facete2 is presented in section 3. This section also details how the edit system,
developed of D4.2.1, was integrated into Facete2, and what revisions were necessary. Mappify is demonstrated
in section 4. Finally, we conclude this deliverable in section 5.

¹http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos
²http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/geo/XGR-geo/#owl
³http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geosparql
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2 Online Access and Installation
In this section we briefly outline where Facete2 and Mappify can be accessed online, as well as how one
can run their own instances. Demo instances are available at http://apps.geoknow.eu/facete2 and
http://apps.geoknow.eu/mappify.
The easisiest way to install the applications is via Debian packages from the Linked Data Stack, whose
basic set up is shown in Listing 1. For more details, please refer to the official documentation⁴.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

# download and install the repository package
wget http:// stack . linkeddata .org/ldstable - repository .deb
sudo dpkg -i ldstable - repository .deb
# Alternatively , use the nightly repo for bleeding edge versions
#wget http:// stack . linkeddata .org/ldnightly - repository .deb
#sudo dpkg -i ldnightly - repository .deb
# update the repository database
sudo apt -get update

Listing 1: Setting up the Linked Data Stack repository
The tools can then be easily deployed into a Tomcat7 container with the commands of Listing 2.
1 sudo apt -get install facete2 - tomcat7
2 sudo apt -get install mappify - tomcat7

Listing 2: Installation of Facete2
For manual building and installation of the tools, source code and documentation are available on GitHub⁵,⁶.
Note that in the case of the Facete2 Debian package it may be necessary to perform additional steps documented on its GitHub page. By default, the tools will be locally available under http://localhost:
8080/facete2 and http://localhost:8080/mappify.

⁴http://stack.linkeddata.org/download-and-install/
⁵https://github.com/GeoKnow/Facete2
⁶https://github.com/GeoKnow/Mappify
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3 The generic Faceted Browser Facete
Facete2 is a generic faceted browser for RDF data with extra features for spatial data. For this deliverable,
several improvements were made of which the integration of the edit support from D4.2.1 is probably the
most notable one. In the following, we demonstrate the usage of Facete2 on a DBpedia dataset for visualizing
museums in Leipzig on a map and adding missing data. Facete’s starting screen is depicted in Figure 1, which
shows the following controls:

Figure 1: The Facete2 starting screen

• The main view includes the map display as well as several controls for configuring data sources and
filtering data.
• The edit view contains the newly added edit support.
• The config view provides space for the configuration of the application itself. At present, this comprises
elements for setting user interface and dataset languagues and for clearing server and client side caches.
• Data Sources: Data source management actions, such as adding and removing SPARQL accessible
datasets, can be performed in this area.
• GeoLinks: This section contains controls for configuring the relation between the set of resources matching the filter criteria and the map display. At present, this includes a chooser for spatial RDF vocabularies
and a list of available sequences of properties.
• Facets: Faceted browsing elements are housed in this space.
• Data: Information about resources matching the filter criteria as well as selected resources can be viewed
here.
....................................................................................................
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3.1 Architecture
Facete2’s client-server architecture is shown in Figure 2. The client runs in the browser, where Jassa-Core
provides the JavaScript RDF framework and Jassa-UI-Angular provides AngularJS-based directives for SPARQLaccessible data. The column on the left hand side shows the modules of Jassa-Core as well as some of the
directives provided by Jassa-UI-Angular. The server side is comprised of a SPARQL caching proxy, an exporter
service, and a concept path finder. The latter is used to find property paths connecting the resources selected by
the user and available spatial data for display on the map. This component powers the suggestions presented
to the user in the aforementioned GeoLinks area. For caching purposes, the server keeps databases with
information about queries and performed exports together with the according data. Futher, views configured
with Facete2 can be shared with other people by creating permalink URLs. However, URLs might become
too large if they included all settings. For this reason, a database is used to map permalink hash codes to
corresponding configuration objects from which views can be restored.

Figure 2: The architecture of Facete2

3.2

Demonstration of Facete2 with Museums from DBpedia

In this section we demonstrate the use of Facete2 for viewing museums in the DBpedia dataset. We then
show how missing data can be added to existing resources in order for them to show up on the map. Note
that this example represents a wide range of similar use cases.
Figure 3 shows the dialog for registering datasets with the application. For convenience, an integrated
dataset catalogue is provided. This way users can add common datasets, such as DBpedia or LinkedGeoData,
with only a few clicks. The catalogue supports multiple distributions of a dateset, so that users can easily pick
alternative locations, such as OpenLink’s LOD cache, without having to remember any URLs. For demonstrating
the edit support, we point to our own SPARQL endpoint with SPARQL 1.1/Update support enabled. Also note, that
because the catalogue is SPARQL powered, Facete’s generic edit system can be used for making modifications
to it. Optionally, a URL to a SPARQL dataset holding a property join summary can be given. This is a meta-data
....................................................................................................
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dataset which holds information about which pairs of properties are connected via resources in a given dataset.
The summary is used to drive the search for suggestions of relations between the resources matching the filter
criteria and those resources that can be displayed on the map. If no join summary location is specified, it is
created automatically using the query in Listing 3. Note, that creating this summary for large datasets may
take a while time and it may therefore not be possible to create it directly from a remote SPARQL endpoint
due to timeouts.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Construct {
?x <http:// ns.aksw.org/ jassa / ontology /joinsWith > ?y
}
{
{ Select Distinct ?x ?y {
?a ?x ?b .
?b ?y ?c .
} }
}

Listing 3: Basic property join summary query

Figure 3: Registering a new data source
Once a datasource is activated by selecting it from the list of available sources, Facete2 will attempt to
display data on the map that conforms to the active spatial vocabulary. Recall, that there exist multiple vocabularies for encoding spatial data in RDF. These vocabularies differ not only in structure but also performance
characteristics.
In the GeoLinks section, the active spatial vocabulary can be chosen from the following options:
....................................................................................................
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• Standard WGS84: WGS84 is a popular choice for representing longitude/latitude information. This vocabulary mandates the use of string literals, which prevents potential distorting of the data due to rounding
errors. However, strings are not suitable for e.g. bounding box queries and thus have to be converted
to numeric values first.
• WGS84 with numeric literals: As above, except that literals are expected to be numeric values and hence
no conversion is attempted, which may improve performance.
• Standard GeoSPARQL: Spatial literals are expected to be typed with ogc:wktLiteral and according operators and functions as defined by GeoSPARQL are assumed to exist.
• Virtuoso GeoSPARQL dialect: Although the signatures of the spatial functions offered by Virtuoso match
those of GeoSPARQL, some function names still have to be aligned. This option addresses this issue.
At present, new spatial vocabularies can not be registered via the user interface, though it can be done
programmatically.
After a dataset has been selected, Facete2 will perform initial client side preparation of the dataset by
posing several SPARQL queries. By default, these queries go through a server side SPARQL caching proxy so
that repeated identical queries will be answered significantly faster. Zooming in on the area around Leipzig,
and once this preparation is complete, the screen will look similar to Figure 4.

Figure 4: Resources with spatial information of DBpedia around Leipzig
The set of all museums can be selected by constraining the rdf:type facet to dbo:Museum as in Figure 5.
Centering the view on Leipzig can be easily done by entering the keyword into the place search field at the
top.
....................................................................................................
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Figure 5: Filtering the set of resources to those that are museums.
Obviously, this single museum shown in Leipzig already indicates a sub-optimal recall in the DBpedia
dataset. Cross-checking with Wikipedia reveals the category Museums in Leipzig⁷ having seven entries, with
the Grassi Museum among them. Unfortunately, this museum’s wiki page does not contain the MuseumInfobox, and hence the corresponding DBpedia resource lacks the Museum type. In the remainder we show
how to edit the dataset in order to have the Grassi Museum appear on the map. First, we switch to the Edit-tab,
and enter the Grassi Museum’s URI. Then we locate the rdf:type property and click on Add Object. A new input
element appears and we add the Museum URI to it, as depicted in Figure 6a.

(a) Adding the missing museum type

(b) Real time view of the resource’s state after the edit and
the pending actions

⁷http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Museums_in_Leipzig
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At the bottom of the edit page, there are summaries with the state of the resource after applying the
appropriate changes that look similar to those of Figure 6b. Whenever a user modifies values in the editor,
these summaries are automatically updated. Once we have verified the changes, we click on Perform Update
which attempts to persist the changes to the backend. A message will indicate success or failure.
Switching back to the Main tab, the Grassi Museum is now visible on the map, as shown in Figure 7. Note,
that all data tables provide a context menu which allows performing the following actions on resources:
• Open resource in a new browser tab
• Copy resource to the clip board
• Toggle constraint from this value
• Show resource in editor

Figure 7: The map now showing the Grassi Museum

3.3

Integration of the Editing System

In this section we summarize how the RDF Edit eXtension REX system of D4.2.1 was revised for the integration
into Facete2. One major challenge that needed to be addressed was how to refresh the state of all widgets
after an edit, such that they properly reflected the state of the data in the corresponding SPARQL endpoint.
In general, this task includes invalidating server- and client-side caches. Also, we sought for a solution that
avoided to need for heavy refactoring of our existing AngularJS-based components, for the sake of making
them edit aware. Our choice for AngularJS is motivated by the facts that this framework enables the creation
....................................................................................................
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of re-usable (and thus encapsulated) user interface components, and that it mixes easily with most other Web
frameworks should this be needed.
Our existing widgets already adhered to the following rules:
• In accordance with AngularJS concepts, directives are themselves responsible for monitoring the values
of their attributes and taking appropriate actions when changes are detected.
• Thereby, we roughly distinguish between service attributes and data attributes. Data attributes can either
hold primitive or compound values (i.e. JSON objects). The difference in their treatment is, how they are
monitored for changes: primitive data attributes are watched by simple equality, whereas compound
data attributes are compared by deep equality. Service objects can be seen providing a certain interface,
and they are compared by reference equality - this means that their internal state is not considered. This
is useful when e.g. a service transparently manages a cache: Modifying the content of the cache should
not be considered a change in the service.
• In addition, the service methods referenced by the directive should be deterministic: The same request
to one of the service’s methods should yield the same result, unless the reference to the service changes.
A consequence of this design is: Widgets will update themselves whenever any references to their services
change. However, this also means, that an approach is needed for systematically updating these references in
response to an edit action that modifies a service’s underlying data. For this purpose, we devised the concept
of Data Driven Dependency Injection (DDDI).
3.3.1 Data Driven Dependency Injection
Unlike “ordinary” dependency injection, where usually module dependencies are statically resolved once at
the start up of an application, the idea of data driven dependency injection (DDDI) is to resolve dependencies
dynamically based on the available data (or state). Concretly, the purpose of DDDI is to specify the value of a
target variable as a function over a set of dependent variables: Whenever any of the values of the dependent
variables changes, a new value for the target variable is computed. Conversely, if there is no change in the
dependent values, there is no need to recompute the variables’ value. Listing 4 shows an example where a
SPARQL service object depends on the values of the variables serviceIri, defaultGraphIris, and editCounter. As
mentioned, it is important to note that we assume that directives refresh themselves whenever the reference
of any of its services changes. Hence, incrementing the edit counter will trigger a change in the referenece to
sparqlService and all corresponding components will refresh themselves. A change in the edit counter could
be triggered such as by clicking on a Perform Update button or by a server push event indicating a change in
the data. Technically, our DDDI implementation⁸ is a thin layer built on top of AngularJS’ watch mechanism.
⁸https://github.com/GeoKnow/DataDrivenDependencyInjection-Angular/
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

angular
// Include the dddi module
. module ('MyModule ', ['dddi '])
// Reference the $dddi service
. controller ('MyCtrl ', ['$scope ', '$dddi ', function ($scope , $dddi ) {
$scope . serviceIri = 'http :// dbpedia .org/ sparql ';
$scope . defaultGraphIris = ['http :// dbpedia .org '];
$scope . editCounter = 0;
// Create a dddi object bound to the given scope
var dddi = $dddi ( $scope );
// Register a dependency for $scope . sparqlService
dddi. register ('sparqlService ', [
'serviceIri ', '? @defaultGraphIris ', 'editCounter ',
function ( serviceIri , defaultGraphIris ) {
return jassa . service . SparqlServiceBuilder
.http( serviceIri , defaultGraphIris ). create ();
}]);
// A dependent label service that resolves URIs
// to labels against a given sparqlService
dddi. register ('labelService ', [ 'sparqlService ',
function ( sparqlService ) {
return jassa . sponate . LookupServiceUtils .
createLookupServiceNodeLabels ( sparqlService );
});

29

Listing 4: A simple DDDI example for creating a SPARQL service and dependent label service which both
(transitively) depend on the editCounter.

3.3.2

Revision of the REX

In this section we summarize the performed major changes to REX that were necessary for the integration
with Facete2. REX defines a set of attributes for use with HTML elements (especially form controls) in order to
allow extracting the state of forms as RDF. REX attributes are implemented as angular directives. One of the
changes is the introduction of rex-sparql-service which is used to register a SPARQL service with a REX
context. Resource descriptions are now retrieved via this service instead of via a custom lookup function.
Further, rex-context directives now keep track of all values of descendant rex-subject directives.
This way, the context knows which subjects are being referenced and a call to the newly added method
rexContext.reset() causes the context to re-fetch these subjects’ corresponding triples.
Another important enhancement is that REX now takes the pristine / dirty state of form controls into
account: A form control is flagged as dirty once a user interacted with it, otherwise it is pristine. This flag
control the behaviour of REX when the value of rex-subject changes: Intuitively, changing a subject will
cause REX to fetch the new subject’s corresponding data and update the models of the appropriate pristine
form controls. However, in case of dirty form controls, their model values are retained under the new subject.
This way, manual input is retained when changing the URIs of subjects, whereas pristine form controls can
....................................................................................................
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show corresponding existing data for the given subject. Note, that this also means, that rexContext.reset()
will not reset dirty form controls. If this is desired, Angular’s form.$setPristine() must be called first. The
graphs representing the added and removed triples that correspond to the form changes can be accessed
under rexContext.diff.added and rexContext.diff.before, and Jassa provides utility functions for converting these
graphs into SPARQL update requests. Also note, that DDDI can be used for setting up the rules for creating new
sparqlService objects upon applying these changes, of which the editCounter approach is among the simplest
ones.
1 <div
2
rex - context
3
rex -sparql - service =" sparqlService "
4
rex - lookup ="true"
5
6
<form name=" personForm " rex - subject =" mySubject ">
7
<input type="text" ng - model =" mySubject " />
8
<input type="text"
9
rex - predicate ="'foaf:name '" rex - literal =" firstName " />
10
</form >
11
12
<button ng -click =" rexContext . reset ()">Reset form state </ button >
13
<button ng -click =" personForm . $setPristine ()">Set pristine </ button >
14 />
15
16 </form >

Listing 5: Simple REX example

....................................................................................................
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4

The Map Customization Tool Mappify

Mappify is a Web application for creating simple map views over RDF data. The user interface shown in Figure 8 was greatly modernized since the initial version of D4.1.1 in an effort to significantly improve the userfriendliness. Map views can be exported directly as JSON configuration objects for re-use in other applications
as preconfigured Angular JS project templates. By this, our approach can be used as a basis for building a
Linked Data powered Web service that creates embeddable HTML snippets from such configuration objects.
For example, this enables one to create an embeddable map for pubs near a meeting location. In this section
we briefly demonstrate the use of Mappify for creating a code JavaScript skeletton that can then be adjusted
as needed.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the Mappify user interface
The first step is to set up a project by loading an initial JSON configuration, depicted in Figure 9. There
exists a set of examples configurations to choose from. Selecting an example will show the corresponding JSON
document in the text area where it can be edited before proceeding to the next step. Config options include
which SPARQL dataset to use, the initial zoom and center of the map, and optionally a base resource type.
Once a config is loaded, the map will show applicable markers as depicted in Figure 10. The region for which
to fetch markers can be configured via Map Settings. The Select marker style dialog, shown in Figure 11, allows
one to customize color and icons of selected and non-selected markers. The icon suite of Font Awesome⁹ is
integrated.
The default action for clicking a marker is to show a popup. The popup template can be customized
using angular-based HTML. As a datasource for the template, either a custom JavaScript function or a Sponate
mapping can be provided. The JavaScript function is simply passed the config object together with the selected
resource, and is expected to return a JavaScript object with the corresponding data. This data may, for instance,
include a title, a description and a depiction. Sponate is a module of Jassa that provides tools for mapping
⁹http://fortawesome.github.io/Font-Awesome/
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Figure 9: Loading a configuration

Figure 10: Map view with markers
....................................................................................................
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Figure 11: Changing the marker style
SPARQL result sets to JavaScript objects. A Sponate mapping is a JavaScript object that comprises a SPARQL
query string together with a mapping that declares how to aggregate JavaScript objects from the SPARQL result
set. An example mapping is shown in Listing 6. For further details about Sponate please refer to the Jassa
documentation.
1 {
2
template : [{
3
"id": "?s"
4
" labelInfo ": {
5
" displayLabel ": "?l"
6
},
7
" depicition ": {
8
"uri": "?d"
9
}
10
}],
11
from: "?s rdfs: label ?l ; foaf: depiction ?d"
12 }

Listing 6: A simple Sponate mapping
Using the Change tile layer option, a different base layer can be chosen, such as the Google satellite view.
Finally, Figure 12 shows how a zip archive containing a project template based on the active configuration
can be generated and downloaded via the Generate AngularJS map dialog. This archive is generated directly
in the browser using jszip¹⁰ library. The generated code is only comprised of HTML and JavaScript and does
not require a server component to run. This makes it easy to integrate the code into existing Web projects.
The only requirement is the presence of AngularJS which acts as a runtime for widgets. Note, that retrofitting
non-AngularJS projects can in many cases be accomplished with little efforts.
¹⁰https://github.com/Stuk/jszip
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Figure 12: Downloading the corresponding code skeleton
The structure of the archive is shown in Figure 13. The generated project uses a common project layout for
gulp and bower based builds. Hence, the root folder of the archive contains build settings, whereas the actual
application code is located in the app folder. The index.html and app.js mostly contain boiler plate for setting
up AngularJS and the map component. The jassaDataSourceFactory.js contains the configuration of how to
connect the respective SPARQL enpdoint with the map. Launching the application will give a full screen map
view with the previously configured settings.

Figure 13: Content of the generated archive
....................................................................................................
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this deliverable we presented two Web applications for the visualization and exploration of spatial data,
namely Facete2 and Mappify. Facete2 offers advanced features for the visual exploration of SPARQL-accessible
spatial data, such as support for multiple spatial vocabularies, property path detection between concepts and
internationalization on both the data and user interface level. Furthermore, the the edit system from D4.2.1
was integrated. In the future, we intend to enhance Facete2 with versioning and Changeset support, for which
components from T4.3 might be suitable. Mappify is a user-friendly tool for easily creating custom views
over spatial data. Yet, it requires users to have knowledge about the data. Since D4.1.1, its user interface was
completely redesigned to offer a better user experience. Mappify supports exporting views as AngularJS-based
Javascript/HTML project templates for kick-starting Web application projects. One direction of future work will
be on how the features of both tools can be combined into a single code base, with Mappify and Facete2 being
different visual containers, known as perspectives in some development environments. Another direction is
to overcome the limitation that currently both tools only support working with a single concept (i.e. set of
resources, such as museums) at a time.
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6 Licences
Mappify and Jassa are freely available under the Apache v2 license.
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